
FREQUENCY ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF STABLE PLANTIN THE PRESENCE OF BOUNDED DISTURBANCEA. G. AlexandrovDepartment of Manufacturing Automation, Moscow State Institute of Steel and Alloys(Technological University), Pervomayskaya 7, Elektrostal, 144000, Russia.E-mail: misis@elsite.ru, Phone: (096-57) 4-33-11Keywords: Adaptive control, unknown-but-bounded disturbance, frequency responses, test sig-nal 1. INTRODUCTIONTwo branches of adaptive control theory may be ex-tracted. They are distinguished by assumption aboutexternal disturbance.The latter is absend [1] or a \white noise" [2] in the �rstbranch which has large history connected, in particular,with the model reference adaptive systems and makinguse of the least squares techniques. The last survey ofthis branch is given in [3].Since early 80's the second branch where disturbance isunknown-but-bounded is developed. A maximal ampli-tude of an unknown disturbance for which takes placethe bounded processes in model reference adaptive sys-tems has been obtained in [4]. The method of adaptivecontrol based on the recurrent targeted inequalities hasbeen supposed by [5] [6] for plant in the presence of un-known bounded disturbance. Least squares estimationalgorithm with deadzone was used in [7] for solution ofthe same problem.A number of adaptation algorithm originated from anotion of the frequency domain parameters [8] wereproposed in [9]-[11]. These parameters are found byexperiment in which a plant is excited by a test signalin form of a harmonics sum (with minimal quantity ofharmonics: p = n , where n is a plant state space di-mension) multiplied by e�t ( � > 0 ) and plant outputmultiplied by e��t . It allows on the one hand to de-velop frequency domain approach for an unstable plantand on the other hand to prove convergence to the truecoe�cients of plant or controller in the presence of anyunknown-but-bounded disturbance. However, a grow-ing test signal creates [12] a problem for a boundedinput of plant.In this paper a stable plant excited by the test signal

under � = 0 is considered. An adaptation algorithmand conditions of its converge is obtained.2. PROBLEM STATEMENTConsider a completely controllable and asymptoticallystable plant described by the following di�erential equa-tiony(n)+dn�1y(n�1)+���+d0y=ku()+���+k0u+f; t�t0; (1)where y(t) is a measured output, u(t) is an input tobe controlled, y(i) , u(j) �i = 1; n; j = 1; � are thederivatives of these functions, f(t) is an unknown-but-bounded disturbance. The coe�cients di andkj �i = 0; n� 1; j = 0; � are some unknown num-bers, n is known,  < n � 1 . The initial conditionsy(i)(t0) �i = 0; n� 1� and disturbance f(t) satisfy thefollowing inequalitiesjy(i)(t0)j � "0i ; i = 0; n� 1 (2)jf(t)j � f�; (3)in which "0i �i = 0; n� 1� and f� are numbers.The plant input is formed by the following controllerwith the piecewise-constant coe�cientsg[i]n�1u(n�1)+���+g[i]0 u=r[i]n�1y(n�1)+���+r[i]0 y+v[i] ;ti�1� t<ti; u(p)(ti�1)=0 i = 1; N (4)where i �i = 1; N� is an adaptation interval number,the time of ending adaptation intervals ti �i = 1; N�as well as numbers g[i]k , r[i]k �k = 0; n� 1; i = 1; N�are found in an adaptation process,v[i](t)= qXk=1�k sin!k(t�ti�1); ti�1� t<ti i = 1; N(5)1



are the test signals with the test frequencies !k > 0and amplitudes �k �k = 1; q� .On some of adaptation intervals, in particular, underi = 1 , the di�erential equation (4) has a simple viewu = v[i] i 2 1; N(that is g[i]k =r[i]k =0 �k=1; n�1�; g[i]0 =1; r[i]0 =0): (6)In those cases test signals (5) contain n harmonics( q = n ) and in remaining cases q = 2n .Systems (1), (6) and (1), (4) will re�ered to as the openand closed-loop systems correspondly. The plant inputsof these systems are denoted as yop and ycl . Underv[i] = 0 (i 2 1; N) they are denoted as yfop and yfcl .The amplitudes of test signal (5) have to meet the fol-lowing demands of \small excitation"maxt0�t<tN���yop � yfop��� � �"; maxt0�t<tN���ycl � yfcl��� � �"; (7)where �" is a given number. These demands may in-clude the analogous inequalities for plant inputs.In this paper ways of amplitudes tuning provided thesedemands are omitted and it is assumed that amplitudes�k and frequencies !k �k = 1; n� are speci�ed.In the moment time tN when adaptation process isended controller (4) has the following formgn�1u(n�1)+���+g0u=rn�1y(n�1)+���+r0y; t� tN ; (8)where gk = g[N ]k , rk = r[N ]k �k = 0; n� 1� .The characteristic polynomial of system (1), (8) is'(s) = d(s)g(s)�k(s)r(s) = '2n�1s2n�1+� � �+'0 (9)where d(s) = sn + dn�1sn�1 + � � � + d0 , g(s) =gn�1sn�1 + � � �+ g0 , k(s) = ks + � � � + k0 , r(s) =rn�1sn�1 + � � �+ r0 .Problem 2.1 Find a adaptation algorithm of coe�-cients of controller (4) such that the characteristic poly-nomial of system (1), (8) and a speci�ed Hurwitz's poly-nomial  (s) =  2n�1s2n�1 + � � �+  0 (10)meet the following demandsj i � 'ij � " i i = 0; 2n� 1 (11)where " i �i = 0; 2n� 1� are given numbers .

3. PLANT IDENTIFICATION3.1 Frequency domain parameters (FDP) of plant.On the �rst interval the plant (1) is excited by the testsignal (6). That isu(t) = v[1](t) = nXk=1�k sin!k(t � t0): (12)A set of 2n numbers �k and �k �k = 1; n� is called[8] the frequency domain parameters (FDP) of plant. Itconnects with its transfer function w(s) = k(s)=d(s)as�k = Rew(j!k); �k = Imw(j!k) k = 1; n: (13)If the plant output y(t) = yop(t) is applied to Fourier's�lter then their outputs give the following FDP esti-mateŝ�k=�k(� ) = 2�k� tF+�ZtF y(t) sin !k(t�t0) dt�̂k=�k(� ) = 2�k� tF+�ZtF y(t) cos !k(t�t0) dtk=1; n;(14)where � is a �ltering time (duration of an inter-val), tF is a �ltering start time, the test frequencies!k �k = 1; n� are multiple some basic frequency !b :!k = ~qk!b where ~qk �k = 1; n� are positive integers,�ltering time � is multiple a period Tb = 2�!b .3.2 Frequency equations of identi�cation.Consider identityw(j!) = k(j!)=d(j!): (15)It follows the equationsk(j!k)�(�k+j�k) �d(j!k)=(�k+j�k)(j!k)n k=1; n(16)where �d(s) = d(s)� s = dn�1sn�1 + � � �+ d0 .If plant (1) is completely controllable and the frequen-cies !k �k = 1; n� are positive and di�erent then sys-tem (16) has the unique solution ki , di �i = 0; n� 1� ,(kn�1 = � � � = k+1 = 0) . [8]Rewriting system (16) in more detail form and sub-stituting FDP of their estimates the following system2



referred to as the frequency equations of identi�cation[10] is obtainedn�2Xi=0 k̂i(j!k)i � (�̂k + j�̂k) n�1Xi=0 d̂i(j!k)i == (�̂k + j�̂k)(j!k)n k = 1; n (17)3.3 Algorithm.The �rst interval duration � = qTb is found by thefollowing necessary conditions of identi�cation conver-gencejdi(qTb) � di[(q+ 1)Tb)]j � "di i = 0; n� 1jki(qTb)� ki[(q + 1)Tb)]j � "ki q = 1; 2; : : : (18)where "di , "ki �i = 0; n� 1� are given numbers.Algorithm 3.1 (�nite-frequency identi�cation):� apply output of plant (1) exited by the test sig-nal (12) to input of Fourier's �lter (14),� measure Fourier's �lter output in the time mo-ments � = qTb ( q = 1; 2; : : : ),� solve for each time moment � the frequencyequations (17), where �̂k = �k(qTb) , �̂k =�k(qTb) �k = 1; n� , and �nd the estimatesd̂i(qTb) , k̂i(qTb) �i = 0; n� 1� .� examine the necessary conditions (18) for each qtill these conditions hold for some q = q1 .4. ITERATIVE CLOSED LOOP IDENTIFICATIONAND CONTROLLER REDESIGNAlgorithm 3.1 results in the plant coe�cients estimatesd̂i=di(q1Tb) and k̂j =kj(q1Tb) �i=0; n�1; j=0; n�2�Forming the polynomials d̂(s) = sn+ d̂n�1sn�1+ � � �+d̂0 , k̂(s) = k̂n�2sn�2+ � � �+ k̂0 and soling the followingBezout-Identitŷd(s)ĝ(s) � k̂(s)r̂(s) =  (s) (19)the coe�cients of controllerg[2](s)u = r[2](s)y + v[2] (20)(where g[2](s) = ĝ(s) , r[2](s) = r̂(s) ) are found. Con-sider system (1), (20). It may be rewritten as'[2](s)y = k(s)v[2] + g[2]f (21)where '[2] = d(s)g[2](s) � k(s)r[2](s) (22)

Making use of algorithm 3.1 for \a plant" (21) the fol-lowing estimates are derived'̂[2]i = '[2]i (q2Tb)k̂[2]j = k[2]j (q2Tb) i = 0; 2n� 1 j = 0; n� 2 (23)(In considered case the second sum of frequency equa-tions (17) has upper limit equaled 2n� 1 and symbolsd̂i of this sum are substituted by '̂[2]i �i = 0; 2n� 1� .In addition, in expressions for Fourier's �lter (14) theplant output y(t) = ycl(t) ).If the requirements (11):j i � '̂[2]i j � " i i = 0; 2n� 1 (24)hold then N = 2 and the seeked polynomials of con-troller (8) areg(s) = g[2](s); r(s) = r[2](s) (25)If the contrary is the case the numbers of the right partsof inequalities (18) are decreased and algorithm 3.1 con-tinues to operate until a new value q = q02 > q2 andso on. If it does not lead to reaching the targeted con-ditions (24) then it means that identi�cation accuracyobtained on the �rst interval is not su�ciently. Thenthe FDP estimates of system (1), (21) are used for animprovement of the �rst intervals results.In fact, introduce a set of the following 2n numbersfor each interval (they are called FDP of a closed-loopsystem for the i -th interval)� [i]k = Rew[i]cl (j!k)�[i]k = Imw[i]cl (j!k) k = 1; n i = 1; N (26)where w[i]cl (s) = k(s)'[i](s) i = 1; N (27)It is easily shown that the plant and closed{loop systemFDP are linked as�k + j�k = � [i]k + j�[i]k(� [i]k + j�[i]k )w[i]c (j!k) +w[i]l (j!k)k = 1; n i = 1; N (28)where w[i]l (s) = r[i](s)g[i](s) , w[i]l (s) = 1g[i](s) .Substituting � [2]k and �[2]k �k = 1; n� by their esti-mates � [2]k (qTb) and �[2]k (qTb) , ( k = 1; n; q = q2; : : : )(obtained on the outputs of Fourier's �lter (14) under3



y(t) = ycl(t) ) the FDP estimates of plant �k(qTb) ,�k(qTb) ( k = 1; n; q = q2; : : : ) are found from expres-sion (28).Using algorithm 3.1 the new estimates d̂i , k̂j�i = 0; n� 1; j = 0; n� 2� are found. Solving Bezout-Identity (19) the coe�cients of controllerg[3](s)u = r[3](s)y + v[3]are derived and so on.5. ADAPTATION PROCESS CONVERGENCEIntroduce the functions l�k (� ) , l�k (� ) �k = 1; n� thatare the output of Fourier's �lter (14) excited by plantoutput y(t) = yfop(t) (it means that in equation (1)u(t) = 0 ).In the paper it is proved that frequency adaptationprocess is convergent and therefore the aim (11) arereached if there exists a time moment �� such that thefollowing conditions holdjl�k (� )j � "�k ; jl�k (� )j � "�k ; � � �� k = 1; n (29)where "�k and "�k �k = 1; n� are su�ciently smallgiven numbers.Condition (29) may be examined by experiment.6. EXAMPLEIn the paper the example illustrated e�ciency of pro-posed method of adaptation is given.REFERENCIES1. B.D.O. Anderson, R.R. Bitmead, C.R. Jonson,P.V. Kokotovich, R. Kosut, I.M.J. Mareles, L.Rralu and B.D. Riedle (1986) \Stability of adap-tive system: passivity and abereging analysis".MIT Press Cambidge, Massachusets.2. R. Iserman (1981) \Digital control systems".Springer Verlag.3. Landau I.D. (1997) \Competition, interaction,control". European Control Conference, Plenariesand mini-courses p.p. 1-35.4. K.S. Narendra and A.M. Annaswamy (1986) \Ro-bust adaptive control in the presence of boundeddisturbance". IEEE Trans. Autam. Control. vol.AC-31, APRIL, p.p. 306-315
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